Brand Guidelines
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Welcome to the Seabed 2030 Brand Guidelines.
This document provides a simple, yet robust set of rules that should be followed whenever using any of the logos, text blocks or other visual assets
associated with the Seabed 2030 project.
Seabed 2030 is a joint project of The Nippon Foundation and GEBCO, therefore these guidelines specify the use of their text objects and logos in the
context of the project. Full guidelines on their independent use is available from the Nippon Foundation and GEBCO.
The guidelines are designed to be easily understood and communicated while leaving room for creative expression. The following pages will guide you
through some of the basic identity elements (such as logo & suggested brand colours) and provide some general rules for applying these elements
across a variety of media types.
Please keep in mind that this document is a compressed PDF, designed to be a small and therefore easily shared file. The logos it contains are not at
a resolution that can be used in print or broadcast. Please do not cut and paste any of the logos or visual objects from this document. Instead please
follow this link to a dropbox folder that includes downloadable, high resolution versions of all the objects.
Thank you.
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Logo Combinations:

Original on white

White on Dark blue

The original logo (top left)
should be used at all times
unless it clashes with the
background
The white versions are available
for versatility if there are
circumstances where the
colours in the original are lost or
clash.
In exceptional circumstances the
dark blue may be used (bottom
left).
Where possible do not use
the logo on heavily patterned
backgrounds.

Dark blue (NOT black) on white
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Original on dark blue (not black)

28 35 44 75 187 188 164 216 225 162 107 74 238 186 154 0 160 64

Logo Continued:

Brand Colour
Palette
The swatches on the
left are to be used
as tonal guides for
branding materials.

Maintain 10mm border to
objects

Default to the original logo
where possible, especially when
less than 30% tones are used.
For darker backgrounds, you
may use an “outer glow” effect
when it improves the visibility
of the “The Nippon FoundationGEBCO” text.

if the logo clashes with or
gets lost against bright colors
or blue backgrounds, use the
white version

The colours are
provided in RGB
code.
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Logo Continued: Do not:
- Change fonts of the logo
- Tilt, disfigure or change
proportions of logo
- Hide, delete or overlap any
section of the logo
- Change colour of the logo
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When crediting Seabed 2030 at the
opening of a film or video:
The Nippon Foundation and GEBCO logos
should be displayed alongside each other
and above the Seabed 2030 logo. The
Nippon Foundation should appear on the
left followed by the GEBCO logo.
The GEBCO logo may be used - only in
this situation - without the text “General
Baythemetric Chart of the Oceans” around
the body of the logo in order to avoid a
clash with varied backgrounds.
In this context, since the logos appear
directly above it, the Seabed 2030 logo
should be used without the words
“TheNippon Foundation-GEBCO” above
the main body of the logo
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Any video provided by Seabed 2030 must carry the following courtesy credit for the entire time that it
is used on screen. This applies to broadcast, online video and all other video platforms. Exceptions to
this requirement can be made with the written approval of Seabed 2030.
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For internal or promotional videos and photos the white
version of the logo should be displayed in the bottom right of
the video at all times.
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Displaying All Logos
When displaying the logos of all of Seabed 2030’s backers such as in a presentation, on a document etc, please use the following layout where possible:
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